
sometimes give rise to, disagreement bet-
ween governments. Both the Helsinki Final
Act and the Madrid Concluding Document
point out that respect for human rights and
fundamental freedoms is an essential factor
in the search for the peace, justice and wel-
being necessary to ensure the development
of friendly relations and co-operation among
us. The same recognition is enshrined in the
Charter of the United Nations. These asser-
tions reflect the fact that a world that is not
increasingly humane is unlikely to be increa-
singly safe, or even, in the long run, more
prosperous. This is why human rights are,
and will stay, on the international agenda....

Despite the many things which our CSCE
counitries share, we al have different cultural
traditions and historical experience, and
these inevitably have affected and wiIl affect
our value systemrs in different ways. Ours is
not a monolithic world, nor should it be.

But these differences do not absolve us
of the commnitment we each made In Helsinki
and Madrid. Nor can they deter us from our
task of seeking over time to ensure that pro-
gress on respect for humain rnghts - whether
civil, political, cultural, economic or social
- is made in all our countries. I am con-
vinced that national boundaries can neyer
and should neyer insulate any of us from the
naturel concern of human being for human
being. This is especialîy so among a group
of counitries whose destînies have been 80

closely Interlinked, and whose populations
have so many ethnic, cultural, religious and
intellectual traditions in common.

Nor must we forget that our journey in
search of greater respect for human rights
is already well begun. There already exists
an impressive body of legally binding United
Nations instruments on human rlghts. We
have aI freely subscribed to the palnstaklngly,

Representatives of the 35 countries at the
opening of the two-week preparatory meet-
ings pnor to the CSCE con ference in Ottawa.

drafted human rights commitments in the
Helsinki Final Act and Madrid Document.
Many of the participatlng states are members
of regionai groupings which have developed
their own sophisticated human rights ma-
chinery. We cannot now hait or tumn back on
our roed, even if the way ahead looks long
and our visions of what the final destina-
tion should look like may very. Given the
Importance of human rights, and the serious
concerns which our citizens continue f0
manif est about their implementation both et
home and abroad, we must doggedly seek
to improve our implementation, strengthen
our commitment, and intensify our dialogue.

... Canada sees this meeting as a velu-
able opportunity which must not be Iost to

give impetus to the process of improviflg
fulfilîment of our human rights and humani-
tarian commitments. If Ottawa can provide
momentumn which wiII help at Berne, Vienfla
and beyond, it will indeed have achieved
something positive. It wiIl also do much tO
give us a positive perspective of the tenth
anniversary of the Helsinki Final Act, whiGll
we observe this summer.

Energy storage system tests

Ontario Bus Industries Inc. of Mississauga,
Ontario has received a contract to retrofit a
municipal transit bus to test a new hydraulic
kinetic energy storage system that car'
reduce fuel consumption, reduce vehicle
emissions, reduce brake Iining wear and
increase the acceleration of a bus.

The regenterative braking systemn w8s
designed by Bill Heggie and developed by the
National Research Council (NRC> of Canada.
The hydraulic system differs from high-tech
flywheel systems used to store and transfer
energy to a vehicîe's power train.

The system operates by a device caIled
a hydro-pneumatic accumulator that is a
high-pressure vessel containiiig a pistoni-
On one side of the piston is nitrogen gas,
pressurized to 3 000 pounds per square
inch at rest. On the other side is hydraulic ol.

When the driver starts to brake, hydraulic
ou. is pumped into the vessel, forcing up the
piston and increasing the nitrogen's co 1

pression to 5 000 pounds per square inch'
and storing some of the kinetic energy.

The hydraulic pump becomes a motor
during accelleration, modulated by the micrO-
processor. The accelerator and brake pedel
are hooked to the computer, which controls
the speed lever on the bus's engine anid
the hydraulic system, blending the 0W
to provide the correct torque for the rear
axie drive train.

As the piston in the hydraulic; accumulatof
drops, the pressure of the gas decreases
and the energy is imparted to the drive trait',
reducing the amount of work for the engille.

"The concept of storing and reusifg
a vehicle's kinetic energy is not new but
what had been Iacking is a practical waY
of doing so," said Tony Davis, associate
research officer at NRC's mechanical et"
gineering division.

Mr. Davis estimates that the hydrali'
system wiII resuft In a 27 per cent fuel saviflg
and a corresponding reduction of emitssions-
The cost of a unit is difficuit to estimate

Sbecause it is not in commercial productiOrl,
but buying such a unit and retrofitting e
bus wouîd cost between $10 000 arid
$20 000, he said.


